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(54) CALL SERVICE IMPLEMENTATION METHOD AND DEVICE, AND INDICATION INFORMATION 
DELIVERY METHOD AND DEVICE

(57) The disclosure discloses a method and device
for implementing a call service and a method and device
for sending indication information. The method includes
that: a current working mode is determined to be switched
from a normal mode into a fail soft mode; and whether
or not update of trunking group information and user in-
formation has been completed currently is judged, and

a trunking group is determined belonged to, according
to a judgment result, to perfrom a call service. According
to the technical solutions provided by the disclosure, the
trunking call service of a terminal may still be implement-
ed under the condition that an LTE trunking system is
switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The disclosure relates to the communications
field, and in particular to a method and device for imple-
menting a call service and a method and device for send-
ing indication information.

Background

[0002] In the related art, a trunking communication sys-
tem is a specific industry application-oriented dedicated
wireless communication system developed to meet a
commanding and dispatching requirement of a user in
the industry. In the trunking communication system, a
small number of wireless channels are shared by a great
number of wireless users, commanding and dispatching
are main applications, and the trunking communication
system is a multipurpose and high-efficiency wireless
communication system, has unique characteristics of
dispatching, group calling, fast calling and the like, and
has become a development direction of a next-genera-
tion trunking system.
[0003] A Long Term Evolution (LTE) trunking commu-
nication system extends various requirements and func-
tions for realizing trunking on the basis of an LTE system.
In terms of network architecture, an LTE-based Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) and a Dispatching Sub-System
(DSS) may implement complete service isolation and the
group network of trunking application independent of LTE
EPC equipment in the related art, thereby achieving the
effects of private network isolation and public network
sharing on the premise of no influence on normal oper-
ation of the existing LTE EPC equipment.
[0004] There exists a T1 link between a base station
and an LTE-based Push To Talk Dispatching Server
(PDS) under a normal condition, the T1 link may support
all trunking service functions when working normally, and
all trunking services are required to be processed by an
EPC PDS. When the T1 link fails, for maximally reducing
influence of a link failure on one or more trunking users,
trunking group calling is required to be supported to en-
sure emergency communication in an emergency; and
when the T1 link returns to normal from the failure, all
the trunking service functions are required to be support-
ed again, and subsequent trunking services are all re-
quired to be processed by the LTE-based EPC PDS.
[0005] A reading manner for LTE trunking system in-
formation reuses an implementation manner for an ex-
isting LTE public network, and for a cell supporting trunk-
ing communication, indicators about trunking-specific
System Information Block 19 (SIB19) and SIB20 are add-
ed into a dispatching information list of SIB1, wherein the
SIB 19 is mainly configured to broadcast a public config-
uration related to trunking, and the SIB20 is mainly con-
figured to indicate a system support capability of the cell.
[0006] Aiming at a problem in the related art of how to

continue a trunking service when an LTE trunking system
is in a fail soft mode, no effective solution has been pre-
sented currently.

Summary

[0007] The embodiments of the disclosure provide a
method and device for implementing a call service and
a method and device for sending indication information,
so as at least to solve the problem in the related art of
how to continue a trunking service when an LTE trunking
system is in a fail soft mode.
[0008] According to one aspect of the embodiments of
the disclosure, a method for implementing a call service
is provided.
[0009] The method for implementing a call service of
the disclosure may include that: determining that a cur-
rent working mode is switched from a normal mode into
a fail soft mode; and judging whether or not update of
trunking group information and user information has been
completed currently, and determining a trunking group
belonged to, according to a judgment result, to perform
a call service
[0010] According to another aspect of the disclosure,
a method for sending indication information is provided.
[0011] The indication information transmission method
of the disclosure may include that: configuring a System
Information Block, SIB, message, wherein information
carried in the SIB message comprises: indication infor-
mation, wherein the indication information is used for in-
dicating a working mode currently used; and sending the
SIB message to a terminal
[0012] According to another aspect of the disclosure,
a device for implementing a call service is provided.
[0013] The device for implementing a call service of
the disclosure may include: a determination component,
configured to determine that a current working mode is
switched from a normal mode into a fail soft mode; and
a processing component, configured to judge whether or
not update of trunking group information and user infor-
mation has been completed currently, and determine a
trunking group belonged to, according to a judgment re-
sult, to perfrom a call service.
[0014] According to another aspect of the disclosure,
a device for sending indication information is provided.
[0015] The device for sending indication information of
the disclosure may include: a configuration component,
configured to configure a System Information Block, SIB,
message, wherein information carried in the SIB mes-
sage comprises: indication information, wherein the in-
dication information is used for indicating a working mode
currently used; and a sending component, configured to
send the SIB message to a terminal.
[0016] According to the embodiment provided by the
disclosure, the current working mode is determined to be
switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode; and
whether the trunking group information and the user in-
formation have been updated or not at present is judged,
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and the home trunking group is determined for the call
service according to the judgment result, that is, under
the condition that the current working mode has been
switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode, the
trunking group information and user information which
have been updated at present and the trunking group
information and user information which have yet not been
updated at present are divided into different trunking
groups, and the call service is initiated according to the
home trunking group, so that the problem of how to con-
tinue the trunking service when the LTE trunking system
is in the fail soft mode in the related technology is solved,
and the trunking call service of the terminal may still be
implemented under the condition that the LTE trunking
system is switched from the normal mode to the fail soft
mode.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0017] Drawings, provided for further understanding of
the disclosure and forming a part of the specification, are
used to explain the disclosure together with embodi-
ments of the disclosure rather than to limit the disclosure.
In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a flowchart of a method for implementing a
call service according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure;
Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a single call of an LTE trunking
terminal in a fail soft mode according to an example
embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 3 is a flowchart of realizing a trunking function
in an LTE trunking fail soft mode according to an
example embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a method for sending indication
information according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure;
Fig. 5 is a structural block diagram of a device for
implementing a call service according to an embod-
iment of the disclosure;
Fig. 6 is a structural block diagram of a device for
implementing a call service according to an example
embodiment of the disclosure; and
Fig. 7 is a structural block diagram of a device for
sending indication information according to an em-
bodiment of the disclosure.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0018] The disclosure is described below with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings and embodiments
in detail. Note that, the embodiments of the disclosure
and the features of the embodiments may be combined
with each other if there is no conflict.
[0019] Fig. 1 is a flowchart of a method for implement-
ing a call service according to an embodiment of the dis-
closure. As shown in Fig. 1, the method may include the
following processing steps:

Step S102: a current working mode is determined to
be switched from a normal mode into a fail soft mode;
and
Step S104: whether or not update of trunking group
information and user information has been complet-
ed currently is judged, and a trunking group belonged
to is determined, according to the judgment result,
to perform a call service.

[0020] In the related art, when an LTE trunking system
is in a fail soft mode, it is impossible for a trunking terminal
to continue a trunking service. According to the method
shown in Fig. 1, the current working mode is determined
to be switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode;
and whether or not the trunking group information and
the user information have been updated or not currently
is judged, and the trunking group belonged to is deter-
mined, according to the judgment result, to perform the
call service, that is, in the case of that the current working
mode has been switched from the normal mode to the
fail soft mode, the trunking group information and user
information which have been updated currently and the
trunking group information and user information which
have yet not been updated currently are divided into dif-
ferent trunking groups, and the call service is initiated
according to the trunking group to which the terminal is
belongs, so that the problem in the related art of how to
continue the trunking service when the LTE trunking sys-
tem is in the fail soft mode is solved, and the trunking call
service of the terminal may still be implemented under
the condition that the LTE trunking system is switched
from the normal mode to the fail soft mode.
[0021] In an example embodiment, before the current
working mode is determined to be switched from the nor-
mal mode to the fail soft mode in Step S102, the method
may further include the following processing step:

Step S1: an SIB message is received from a base
station, wherein information carried in the SIB mes-
sage includes: indication information, wherein the in-
dication information is used for indicating the working
mode currently used by the base station.

[0022] In an example implementation process, since
SIB20 is used for indicating a system support capability
of the cell, the indication information, which is used for
indicating the current working mode of the base station,
may be added into the SIB20, wherein the working mode
may include: the normal mode and the fail soft mode.
The terminal may acquire the indication information
about the current working mode of the base station by
receiving additional SIB20 of an LTE trunk from the base
station. When the base station is in the fail soft mode,
the indication information is directly displayed to an up-
per-layer user.
[0023] In an example embodiment, in Step S104, the
operation, that the trunking group belonged to is deter-
mined according to the judgment result, may include that:
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the trunking group belonged to is an updated trunking
group if the trunking group information and the user in-
formation have been updated by the terminal; and the
trunking group belonged to is a preset group if the trunk-
ing group information and the user information have not
been updated by the terminal.
[0024] In an example embodiment, for a terminal in the
fail soft mode, if the terminal has not finished updating
the trunking group information and the user information,
the terminal may only belong to a preset group (applica-
ble to an emergency call) member as a default because
of lack of the trunking group information, and the upper-
layer user may only select to initiate a group call to this
specific group. If the terminal has been successfully reg-
istered and finished updating the trunking group informa-
tion and the user information, the base station acquires
the user information and the trunking group information
from a core DSS during call access or handover, and the
terminal may perform a trunking service according to the
trunking group information which is currently used.
[0025] In an example embodiment, in Step S104, the
operation that the call service is performed may include
the following operation:

Step S2: a call connection which has been estab-
lished in the normal mode is released, and a bearer
context resource occupied by the call connection is
deleted; and
Step S3: a bearer context resource allocated by the
base station in the fail soft mode is readopted for the
call service.

[0026] In an example embodiment, when the terminal
is switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode,
if the terminal is currently a speaking right user of a single
call or a group call, a Non-Access Stratum (NAS) of the
terminal locally deactivates an Evolved Packet System
(EPS) bearer context established for a call, and notifies
a Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer to locally release
an RRC connection. If the terminal is currently in an an-
swering state, a user data plane of the terminal notifies
the NAS to delete the bearer context resource estab-
lished for an answering user.
[0027] In an example embodiment, in Step S104, the
operation that the call service is performed may include
the following steps:

Step S4: a trunking group information updating re-
quest is received from the base station, wherein in-
formation carried in the trunking group information
updating request includes: information of clearing lo-
cal security context information of the terminal; and
Step S5: the security context information is cleared
according to the trunking group information updating
request.

[0028] In an example embodiment, when the terminal
is switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode,

if the terminal is in the normal mode, NAS signalling and
RRC signalling may both be subjected to integrity pro-
tection and encryption protection, and when the terminal
is switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode,
the NAS signalling and the RRC signalling may not be
subjected to integrity protection and encryption protec-
tion. One or more NAS security attributes of a group call
are set by taking a group as a element, and are associ-
ated with a group number during updating the group in-
formation, and the base station in the fail soft mode may
simulate a DPS function to initiate a group clearing se-
curity algorithm-based group information updating re-
quest to further clear a security context in an answering
state. For a security context in an RRC connection state,
the NAS and the RRC layer locally clear the security con-
text, and a null algorithm is adopted for encryption and
integrity protection.
[0029] In an example embodiment, in Step S104, the
operation that the call service is performed may include
the following operation:

Step S6: single call signalling is sent to the base
station, wherein information carried in the single call
signalling includes: a Mobile Directory Number
(MDN) of a called terminal, wherein the MDN is used
for being matched with an MDN acquired after the
called terminal is successfully registered in the base
station; and
Step S7: speaking right indication information is re-
ceived from the base station, and the call service is
performed with the called terminal, wherein the
speaking right indication information is sent after the
base station initiates paging to the called terminal
according to the MDN and receives a paging re-
sponse from the called terminal.

[0030] In an example embodiment, when the terminal
in the fail soft mode performs a single call, an MDN may
be adopted for paging. When the terminal in the normal
mode updates the group information, the terminal may
store the MDN. When the terminal is switched from the
normal mode to the fail soft mode, the terminal may per-
form calling paging through single call signalling, wherein
information carried in the single call signalling includes:
the MDN of the called user; and when the terminal per-
forms called paging, the MDN may directly be used for
paging, and a Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TM-
SI) is not adopted for paging. The Base station is not
required to store a corresponding relationship informa-
tion between the MDN of the called user and TMSI of the
called user, but the terminal performs MDN matching
when receiving paging. The terminal responds to paging
if the MDNs are consistent, and does not respond to pag-
ing if the MDNs are inconsistent.
[0031] Fig. 2 is a flowchart of a single call of an LTE
trunking terminal in a fail soft mode according to an ex-
ample embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in Fig.
2, the flow may include the following steps:
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Step S202: a calling terminal is successfully regis-
tered in a normal mode, and the base station allo-
cates an MDN to the calling terminal;
Step S204: the calling terminal stores the MDN al-
located by the base station;
Step S206: the called terminal is successfully regis-
tered in the normal mode, and the base station allo-
cates an MDN to the called terminal;
Step S208: the called terminal stores the MDN allo-
cated by the base station;
Step S210: the calling terminal acquires indication
information about a current running mode of the base
station by receiving additional SIB20 of an LTE trunk
from the base station, and when the base station is
in the fail soft mode, the calling terminal is switched
from the normal mode to the fail soft mode;
Step S212: the calling terminal performs calling pag-
ing through a single call signalling, wherein informa-
tion carried in the single call signalling includes: the
MDN of the called terminal;
Step S214: the base station requests to establish a
bearer context by reallocating a message containing
a NAS message;
Step S216: the calling terminal successfully estab-
lishes the bearer context with the base station;
Step S218: the base station initiates paging accord-
ing to the MDN carried in the single call signalling
after receiving the single call signalling, wherein the
information carried in the single call signalling in-
cludes: the MDN of the called terminal;
Step S220: the called terminal parses the MDN of
the called terminal from paging after receiving the
paging, performs matching according to the MDN,
stored in the normal mode, of the called terminal,
and responds to paging if matching succeeds;
Step S222: the called terminal successfully estab-
lishes a connection with the base station, and the
called terminal initiates a service requesting process
to the base station;
Step S224: the base station requests to establish a
bearer context by reallocating a message containing
a NAS message;
Step S226: the called terminal successfully estab-
lishes the bearer context with the base station;
Step S228: the base station sends a speaking right
indication GRANT message to the calling terminal;
and
Step S230: the base station sends the speaking right
indication GRANT message to the called terminal.

[0032] Therefore, by the above-mentioned flow, the
single call service may be performed between the calling
terminal and the called terminal.
[0033] In an example embodiment, in Step S104, the
operation that the call service is performed may include
the following step:

Step S8: group call signalling is sent to the base sta-

tion, wherein the group call signalling is used for en-
abling the base station to initiate paging to a trunking
group to which the terminal belongs.

[0034] In an example embodiment, since a group call,
which is different from the single call, only requires the
calling terminal to establish a communication link with
the base station, the calling terminal may initiate group
call signalling to the base station, and the base station
may initiate paging to all terminals in a trunking group,
to which the calling terminal belongs, according to the
group call signalling.
[0035] In an example embodiment, after the trunking
group belonged to is determined, according to the judg-
ment result, to perform the call service in Step S104, the
method may further include the following operation:

Step S9: an SIB message resent by the base station
is received, and the working mode is determined to
be switched from the fail soft mode to the normal
mode according to the SIB message which is resent;
Step S10: a registration request message is resent
to the base station, wherein information carried in
the registration request message includes: a check
value of the trunking group belonged to, wherein the
check value is used for enabling the base station to
determine whether or not it is necessary to update
the trunking group belonged to; and
Step S11: when it is determined that it is necessary
to update the trunking group belonged to, trunking
group information to be updated and security context
information to be updated are acquired, and the call
service in the normal mode is recovered, or, when it
is determined that it is unnecessary to update the
trunking group belonged to, the security context in-
formation to be updated is acquired from the base
station, and the call service in the normal mode is
recovered.

[0036] In an example embodiment, when the base sta-
tion is switched from the fail soft mode to the normal
mode, the terminal is required to be re-registered and
retrieve a security context through a process of authen-
tication and the like; and local trunking group information
of the terminal may be recovered to be updated according
to the check value of the trunking group information con-
tained in a registration process. After receiving the check
value of the trunking group information from the terminal,
the base station judges whether or not it is necessary to
update the local trunking group information of the termi-
nal, and sends the trunking group information to be up-
dated to the terminal if necessary.
[0037] The example implementation process is further
described below with reference to a preferred implemen-
tation mode shown in Fig. 3.
[0038] Fig. 3 is a flowchart of realizing a trunking func-
tion in an LTE trunking fail soft mode according to an
example embodiment of the disclosure. As shown in Fig.
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3, the flow may include the following processing steps:

Step S302: after successfully residing in a trunking
cell, an LTE trunking terminal reads system informa-
tion of the cell, including: SIB 19 and SIB20;
Step S304: the terminal may acquire the indication
information about a current working mode of a base
station by receiving additional SIB20 of the LTE trunk
from the base station, wherein the working mode
may include: a normal mode and a fail soft mode; if
the terminal is currently in the normal mode, a normal
trunking service is performed, and the flow ends; if
the terminal is currently in the fail soft mode, Step
306 is continued to be executed;
Step S306: the terminal reports an upper-layer user
that the base station is currently in the fail soft mode
and the terminal may not perform the normal trunking
service;
Step S308: whether or not the terminal has updated
trunking group information and user information cur-
rently is judged, Step S310 is executed if the terminal
has not updated trunking the group information and
the user information, and Step S312 is executed if
the terminal has updated the trunking group infor-
mation and the user information;
Step S310: if the terminal has yet not updated the
trunking group information and the user information,
the terminal may only belong to a preset group mem-
ber as a default because of lack of the trunking group
information, and the upper-layer user may only se-
lect to initiate a group call to the specific group;
Step S312: if the terminal has been successfully reg-
istered and has updated the trunking group informa-
tion and the user information, the base station ac-
quires the user information and the trunking group
information from a core DSS during call access or
handover, and the terminal may perform the trunking
service according to the trunking group information
which is currently used;
Step S314: when the normal mode is switched to the
fail soft mode, whether the terminal is currently in a
single call or group call speaking right state or a trunk
answering state is judged, a NAS locally deletes es-
tablished bearer context information if the terminal
is currently in the single call or group call speaking
right state, and if the terminal is currently in the an-
swering state, a user data plane notifies the NAS to
delete a bearer context resource of an answering
user;
Step S316: when the base station is switched from
the normal mode to the fail soft mode, if the base
station is in the normal mode, NAS signalling and
RRC signalling may both be subjected to integrity
protection and encryption protection, and when the
base station is switched from the normal mode to
the fail soft mode, the NAS signalling and the RRC
signalling may not be subjected to integrity protection
and encryption protection; one or more NAS security

attributes of a group call are set by taking a group
as a element, and are associated with a group
number during updating the group information, and
the base station in the fail soft mode may simulate
a DPS function to initiate a group clearing security
algorithm-based group information updating request
to further clear a security context in an answering
state; for a security context in an RRC connection
state, the NAS and an RRC layer locally clear the
security context, and a null algorithm is adopted for
encryption and integrity protection;
Step S318: the terminal may acquire the indication
information about the current working mode of the
base station by receiving the additional SIB20 of the
LTE trunk from the base station, wherein the working
mode may include: the normal mode and the fail soft
mode; whether or not the base station has been
switched from the fail soft mode to the normal mode
is judged according to the indication information;
Step S320 is executed if the base station has been
switched from the fail soft mode to the normal mode;
if the base station is still in the fail soft mode at
present, the flow ends; and
Step S320: if the base station is currently in the nor-
mal mode, the terminal initiates an attachment proc-
ess through the NAS, retrieves related information
of the security context in the attachment process,
and calculates a check value by virtue of the trunking
group information, and the base station may re-up-
date the trunking group information, thereby ena-
bling the terminal to perform the normal trunking
service.

[0039] Fig. 4 is a flowchart of a method for sending
indication information according to an embodiment of the
disclosure. As shown in Fig. 4, the method for sending
indication information may include:

Step S402: an SIB message is configured, wherein
information carried in the SIB message includes: in-
dication information, wherein the indication informa-
tion is used for indicating a working mode currently
used; and
Step S404: the SIB message is sent to a terminal.

[0040] In an example embodiment, the base station
sends the SIB message to enable the terminal to acquire
the current working mode of the base station and further
determine that the base station is switched from a normal
mode to a fail soft mode. When a LTE trunking terminal
is switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode,
the base station may update security context information
and trunking group information of the trunking terminal
by simulating a core PDS function, thereby enabling the
trunking terminal to continue a special trunking service.
When the LTE trunking terminal is switched from the fail
soft mode to the normal mode, the trunking terminal may
reinitiate an attachment request message, wherein infor-
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mation carried in the attachment request message in-
cludes: current group information. After receiving the at-
tachment request message, the base station may re-up-
date the trunking group information and the security con-
text information, thereby enabling the trunking terminal
to perform a normal trunking service.
[0041] Fig. 5 is a structural block diagram of a device
for implementing a call service according to an embodi-
ment of the disclosure. As shown in Fig. 5, the device for
implementing a call service may include: a determination
component 10, configured to determine that a current
working mode is switched from a normal mode into a fail
soft mode; and a processing component 20, configured
to judge whether or not update of trunking group infor-
mation and user information has been completed cur-
rently, and determine a trunking group belonged to, ac-
cording to a judgment result, to perform a call service.
[0042] By the device shown in Fig. 5, the problem of
how to continue a trunking service when an LTE trunking
system is in the fail soft mode in the related technology
is solved, and the trunking call service of a terminal may
still be implemented under the condition that the LTE
trunking system is switched from the normal mode to the
fail soft mode.
[0043] In an example embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6,
the device may further include: a first receiving compo-
nent 30, configured to receive an SIB message from a
base station, wherein information carried in the SIB mes-
sage includes: indication information, wherein the indi-
cation information is used for indicating the current work-
ing mode of the base station.
[0044] In an example embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6,
the processing component 20 may include: a determina-
tion element 200, configured to determine the trunking
group belonged to is an updated trunking group when
the trunking group information and the user information
have been updated, and that the trunking group belonged
to is a preset group when the trunking group information
and the user information have not been updated.
[0045] In an example embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6,
the processing component 20 may include: a releasing
element 202, configured to release a call connection
which has been established in the normal mode, and
delete a bearer context resource occupied by the call
connection; and a processing element 204, configured
to re-adopt a bearer context resource allocated by the
base station in the fail soft mode to perform the call serv-
ice.
[0046] In an example embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6,
the processing component 20 may include: a first receiv-
ing element 206, configured to receive a trunking group
information updating request from the base station,
wherein information carried in the trunking group infor-
mation updating request includes: information of clearing
local security context information of the terminal; and a
clearing element 208, configured to clear the security
context information according to the trunking group in-
formation updating request.

[0047] In an example embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6,
the processing component 20 may include: a first sending
element 210, configured to send single call signalling to
the base station, wherein information carried in the single
call signalling includes: an MDN of a called terminal,
wherein the MDN is configured to be matched with an
MDN acquired after the called terminal is successfully
registered in the base station; and a second receiving
element 212, configured to receive speaking right indi-
cation information from the base station to perform the
call service with the called terminal, wherein the speaking
right indication information is sent after the base station
initiates paging to the called terminal according to the
MDN and receives a paging response from the called
terminal.
[0048] In an example embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6,
the processing component 20 may include: a second
sending element 214, configured to send group call sig-
nalling to the base station, wherein the group call signal-
ling is configured to enable the base station to initiate
paging to the trunking group belonged to.
[0049] In an example embodiment, as shown in Fig. 6,
the device may further include: a second receiving com-
ponent 40, configured to receive an SIB message resent
by the base station, and determine that the working mode
is switched from the fail soft mode to the normal mode
according to the SIB message which is resent; a sending
component 50, configured to re-initiate a registration re-
quest message to the base station, wherein information
carried in the registration request message includes: a
check value of the trunking group belonged to, wherein
the check value is used for enabling the base station to
determine whether it is necessary to update the trunking
group belonged to or not; and a recovery component 60,
configured to, when determining that it is necessary to
update the trunking group belonged to, acquire trunking
group information and security context information to be
updated from the base station, and recover the call serv-
ice in the normal mode, or, when determining that it is
unnecessary to update the trunking group belonged to,
acquire the security context information to be updated
from the base station, and recover the call service in the
normal mode.
[0050] Fig. 7 is a structural block diagram of a device
for sending indication information according to an em-
bodiment of the disclosure. As shown in Fig. 7, the device
for sending indication information may include: a config-
uration component 700, configured to configure an SIB
message, wherein information carried in the SIB mes-
sage includes: indication information, wherein the indi-
cation information is used for indicating a working mode
currently used; and a sending component 702, config-
ured to send the SIB message to a terminal.
[0051] From the above, it can be seen that the embod-
iment achieves technical effects as follows (it is important
to note that these effects may be achieved by some pre-
ferred embodiments): the technical solutions of the dis-
closure disclose a method for implementing to continuing
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the trunking service in a fail soft mode of the LTE trunking
terminal, and the base station adds the indication infor-
mation of the current working mode of the base station
(including: the normal mode and the fail soft mode) in the
SIB message (for example: SIB20) which is sent by the
base station. The LTE trunking terminal reads system
information, and acquires the current working mode of
the base station according to the indication information
of the SIB message. The terminal parses the indication
information from the SIB message sent by the base sta-
tion, determines that the current working mode of the
base station has been switched from the normal mode
to the fail soft mode, and then determines the trunking
group belonged to to continue the call service according
to the judgment result of whether or not the trunking group
information and the user information have been updated
currently, so that the problem in the related art of how to
continue the trunking service when the LTE trunking sys-
tem is in the fail soft mode is solved, and the trunking call
service of the terminal may still be implemented under
the condition that the LTE trunking system is switched
from the normal mode to the fail soft mode.

Industrial Applicability

[0052] From the above, a method and device for im-
plementing a call service and a method and device for
sending indication information provided by the embodi-
ments of the disclosure have beneficial effects as follows:
the problem in the related art of how to continue a trunking
service when an LTE trunking system is in a fail soft mode
is solved, and a trunking call service of a terminal may
still be implemented under the condition that a LTE trunk-
ing system is switched from a normal mode to the fail
soft mode.
[0053] Obviously, those skilled in the art should know
that each of the mentioned components or steps of the
disclosure may be realized by universal computing de-
vices; the modules or steps may be focused on single
computing device, or distributed on the network formed
by multiple computing devices; selectively, they may be
realized by the program codes which may be executed
by the computing device; thereby, the modules or steps
may be stored in the storage device and executed by the
computing device; and under some circumstances, the
shown or described steps may be executed in different
orders, or may be independently manufactured as each
integrated circuit module, or multiple modules or steps
thereof may be manufactured to be single integrated cir-
cuit module, thus to be realized. In this way, the disclo-
sure is not restricted to any particular hardware and soft-
ware combination.
[0054] The descriptions above are only the preferable
embodiment of the disclosure, which are not used to re-
strict the disclosure, for those skilled in the art, the dis-
closure may have various changes and variations. Any
amendments, equivalent substitutions, improvements,
etc. within the principle of the disclosure are all included

in the scope of the protection of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A method for implementing a call service, compris-
ing:

determining that a current working mode is
switched from a normal mode into a fail soft
mode; and
judging whether or not update of trunking group
information and user information has been com-
pleted currently, and determining a trunking
group belonged to, according to a judgment re-
sult, to perform a call service.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein before
determining that the current working mode is
switched from the normal mode to the fail soft mode,
the method further comprises:

receiving a System Information Block, SIB, mes-
sage from a base station, wherein information
carried in the SIB message comprises: indica-
tion information, wherein the indication informa-
tion is used for indicating the working mode cur-
rently used by the base station.

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein deter-
mining the trunking group belonged to according to
the judgment result comprises:

determining that the trunking group belonged to
is an updated trunking group when the trunking
group information and the user information have
been updated and that the trunking group be-
longed to is a preset group when the trunking
group information and the user information have
not been updated.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein perform-
ing the call service comprises:

releasing a call connection which has been es-
tablished in the normal mode, and deleting a
bearer context resource occupied by the call
connection; and
re-adopting a bearer context resource allocated
by the base station in the fail soft mode to per-
form the call service.

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein perform-
ing the call service comprises:

receiving a trunking group information updating
request from the base station, wherein informa-
tion carried in the trunking group information up-
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dating request comprises: information of clear-
ing local security context information of a termi-
nal; and
clearing the security context information accord-
ing to the trunking group information updating
request.

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein perform-
ing the call service comprises:

sending single call signalling to the base station,
wherein information carried in the single call sig-
nalling comprises: a Mobile Directory Number,
MDN, of a called terminal, wherein the MDN is
used for being matched with an MDN acquired
after the called terminal is successfully regis-
tered in the base station; and
receiving speaking right indication information
from the base station, and performing the call
service with the called terminal, wherein the
speaking right indication information is sent after
the base station initiates paging to the called ter-
minal according to the MDN and receives a pag-
ing response from the called terminal.

7. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein perform-
ing the call service comprises:

sending group call signalling to the base station,
wherein the group call signalling is used for en-
abling the base station to initiate paging to the
trunking group belonged to.

8. The method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 7,
wherein after determining the trunking group be-
longed to, according to the judgment result, to per-
form the call service, the method further comprises:

receiving an SIB message resent by the base
station, and determining that the working mode
is switched from the fail soft mode to the normal
mode according to the SIB message which is
resent by the base station;
re-sending a registration request message to
the base station, wherein information carried in
the registration request message comprises: a
check value of the trunking group belonged to,
wherein the check value is used for enabling the
base station to determine whether or not it is
necessary to update the trunking group be-
longed to; and
when determining that it is necessary to update
the trunking group belonged to, acquiring trunk-
ing group information to be updated and security
context information to be updated from the base
station, and recovering the call service in the
normal mode; or, when determining that it is un-
necessary to update the trunking group be-

longed to, acquiring the security context infor-
mation to be updated from the base station, and
recovering the call service in the normal mode.

9. A method for sending indication information, com-
prising:

configuring a System Information Block, SIB,
message, wherein information carried in the SIB
message comprises: indication information,
wherein the indication information is used for in-
dicating a working mode currently used; and
sending the SIB message to a terminal.

10. A device for implementing a call service, comprising:

a determination component, configured to de-
termine that a current working mode is switched
from a normal mode into a fail soft mode; and
a processing component, configured to judge
whether or not update of trunking group infor-
mation and user information has been complet-
ed currently, and determine a trunking group be-
longed to, according to a judgment result, to per-
form a call service.

11. The device as claimed in claim 10, wherein the de-
vice further comprises:

a first receiving component, configured to re-
ceive a System Information Block, SIB, mes-
sage from a base station, wherein information
carried in the SIB message comprises: indica-
tion information, wherein the indication informa-
tion is used for indicating the working mode cur-
rently used by the base station.

12. The device as claimed in claim 10, wherein the
processing component comprises:

a determination element, configured to deter-
mine that the trunking group belonged to is an
updated trunking group when the trunking group
information and the user information have been
updated and that the trunking group belonged
to is a preset group when the trunking group
information and the user information have not
been updated.

13. The device as claimed in claim 10, wherein the
processing component comprises:

a releasing element, configured to release a call
connection which has been established in the
normal mode, and delete a bearer context re-
source occupied by the call connection; and
a processing element, configured to readopt a
bearer context resource allocated by the base
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station in the fail soft mode to perform the call
service.

14. The device as claimed in claim 10, wherein the
processing component comprises:

a first receiving element, configured to receive
a trunking group information updating request
from the base station, wherein information car-
ried in the trunking group information updating
request comprises: information of clearing local
security context information of a terminal; and
a clearing element, configured to clear the se-
curity context information according to the trunk-
ing group information updating request.

15. The device as claimed in claim 10, wherein the
processing component comprises:

a first sending element, configured to send sin-
gle call signalling to the base station, wherein
information carried in the single call signalling
comprises: a Mobile Directory Number, MDN,
of a called terminal, wherein the MDN is used
for being matched with an MDN acquired after
the called terminal is successfully registered in
the base station; and
a second receiving element, configured to re-
ceive speaking right indication information from
the base station, and perform the call service
with the called terminal, wherein the speaking
right indication information is sent after the base
station initiates paging to the called terminal ac-
cording to the MDN and receives a paging re-
sponse from the called terminal.

16. The device as claimed in claim 10, wherein the
processing component comprises:

a second sending element, configured to send
group call signalling to the base station, wherein
the group call signalling is used for enabling the
base station to initiate paging to the trunking
group belonged to.

17. The device as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 16,
wherein the device further comprises:

a second receiving component, configured to re-
ceive an SIB message resent by the base sta-
tion, and determine that the working mode is
switched from the fail soft mode to the normal
mode according to the SIB message which is
resent by the base station;
a sending component, configured to re-send a
registration request message to the base sta-
tion, wherein information carried in the registra-
tion request message comprises: a check value

of the trunking group belonged to, wherein, the
check value is used for enabling the base station
to determine whether or not it is necessary to
update the trunking group belonged to; and
a recovery component, configured to, when de-
termining that it is necessary to update the trunk-
ing group belonged to, acquire trunking group
information to be updated and security context
information to be updated from the base station,
and recover the call service in the normal mode,
or, when determining that it is unnecessary to
update the trunking group belonged to, acquire
the security context information to be updated
from the base station, and recover the call serv-
ice in the normal mode.

18. A device for sending indication information, compris-
ing:

a configuration component, configured to con-
figure a System Information Block, SIB, mes-
sage, wherein information carried in the SIB
message comprises: indication information,
wherein the indication information is used for in-
dicating a working mode currently used; and
a sending component, configured to send the
SIB message to a terminal.
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